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Abstract ─ In this paper, we consider the timedomain scattering problem of a two-dimensional
overfilled cavity embedded in an impedance
ground plane. An artificial boundary condition is
introduced on a semicircle enclosing the cavity
that couples the fields from the infinite exterior
domain to those fields inside. The problem is first
discretized in time using the Newmark scheme,
and at each time step, we derive the variational
formulation for the TM polarization, and establish
well-posedness. Numerical implementation of the
method for both the planar and overfilled cavity
models is also presented.
Index Terms ─ Impedance boundary conditions,
overfilled cavity, time domain.

I. INTRODUCTION

Newmark scheme, first decomposing the entire
solution domain into two sub-domains via an
artificial semicircle, R , which entirely encloses
the overfilled cavity. This requires solving a
nonhomogeneous modified Helmholtz equation
with nonhomogeneous impedance boundary
conditions at each time step via a generalized
Green's function approach to obtain an integral
representation. In Section IV, we present the
integral representation, the Green's function for an
impedance ground plane, and the properties of the
Steklov-Poincaré operator. We conclude in
Section V, by producing a variational formulation
of the problem that is well-posed. In Section VI,
we provide numerical results for a simplified
planar cavity and an overfilled cavity that
demonstrates the analysis can be implemented.

II. PROBLEM SETTING
Electromagnetic scattering of cavity-backed
apertures has been examined by numerous
Let Ω ⊂  2 be the cross-section (cavity
researchers in the engineering community (for
interior) of a z -invariant cavity in the infinite
example [1-6]) and the mathematical community
ground plane, and the infinite homogenous,
(for example [7-10]). For overfilled cavities, we
isotropic region above
the
cavity as
2
mention the works [11-14]. We note that most of =
Furthermore, let R be a
  +  Ω.
the published work deals with either cavities with
semicircle of radius R , centered at the origin and
PEC ground planes or time-harmonic problems.
surrounded by free space, large enough to
Here, we consider transient overfilled cavities with
completely enclose the overfilled portion of the
impedance boundary conditions. Our approach is
cavity. We denote the region bounded by R and
unique in that we develop a hybrid finite element boundary integral mathematical model that
the cavity wall S as Ω R , so that Ω R consists of
incorporates an overfilled cavity with impedance
the cavity itself and the homogeneous part
boundary conditions.
It will be more
between R and Γ . Let R be the homogeneous
mathematically challenging yet more physically
realistic and, as a result, has numerous
ΩR ;
region
outside
of
that
is,
applications.
R {(r , θ ) : r > R, 0 < θ < π } . Refer to Fig. 1
We organize the paper as follows. In Section =
for the complete problem geometry.
II, we introduce the problem setting and geometry.
In Section III, we discretize the PDE via the
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∂2 E s
0 in  × (0, ∞),
−∆Ezs =
+ 2z
∂t
 ∂E i η ∂Ezi  (2)
∂Ezs η ∂Ezs
+
=
− z +
,
µ
∂t µ ∂n
∂
t
∂
n


on Γ ext ∪ Γ × (0, ∞),

Fig. 1. Problem geometry – TM polarization
depicted.
The following formulation is modeled after
Van and Wood [13]. In this case, the magnetic
field H is transverse to the z -axis so that E and
H are of the form E = (0, 0, Ez ) and

H = ( H x , H y , 0).

In this case, the nonzero

component of the total electric field Ez satisfies
the following boundary value problem:

∂ 2 Ez
0 in Ω ∪  × (0, ∞),
−∆Ez + ε r =
∂t 2
∂Ez
η ∂Ez
on S ∪ Γ ext × (0, ∞), (1)
=−
µ ∂n
∂t
Ez |t =0 = E0 ,
in Ω ∪ 
∂Ez
|t =0 = Et ,0
∂t
where ε r = ε / ε 0 is the relative electric

and also satisfies the appropriate radiation
condition at infinity.
The homogeneous region  above the
protruding cavity is assumed to be air and hence,
its permittivity is ε r = 1 . In  , the total field can
be decomposed as E=
Ezi + Ezs where Ezi is the
z
incident field, and Ezs the scattered field.

III. SEMIDISCRETE PROBLEM

We will first decompose the entire solution
domain to two sub-domains via an artificial
semicircle, R , which entirely encloses the
overfilled cavity (refer to Fig. 2). These two subdomains consist of the infinite upper half plane
over the impedance plane exterior to the
semicircle, denoted R , and the cavity plus the
interior region of the semicircle, denoted Ω R .

permittivity, E0 and Et ,0 are the given initial
conditions and η =

µr / ε r is the normalized

intrinsic impedance of the infinite ground plane.
We are assuming that we have a non-dispersive
material in the cavity, or that the permittivity is not
a function of frequency, but could vary with
respect to position. That is, we are assuming that
the impedance is constant in the time domain. We
observe the scattered field Ezs solves:

Fig. 2. Sub-domains.
For this problem, as in [13], we will choose to
use the Newmark scheme, an implicit timestepping method that offers the advantage of
stability. It is defined by the following: let N be a
positive integer, T be the time interval,
δ t = T / N be the temporal step size, and
tn +=
(n + 1)δ t=
for n 0,1, 2,..., N − 1. The
1
following are approximations at t = tn +1 :

u

n +1

≈ u,

u n +1 ≈

∂u
,
∂t

un +1 ≈

∂ 2u
.
∂t 2
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We further define γ and β as parameters to be
determined to guarantee stability of the scheme,

α2 =

1
, and u denotes predicted values.
(δ t ) 2 β

Therefore, it can be shown that the scattered
field u s ,n +1 satisfies the following exterior
problem:

−∆u s ,n +1 + α 2u s ,n +1 = α 2u s ,n +1 in R ,
u s ,n +1 ( R, θ ) = g ( R, θ ) on R ,

δ tγα 2u s ,n +1 +

Fig. 3. Exterior domain.

η ∂u s ,n +1
=
µ ∂n

(3)

δ tγα 2u s ,n +1 − u s ,n +1 on Γ ext ,
def

where =
g u n +1 − u i ,n +1 and the
condition is satisfied.
Therefore, we seek the solution
nonhomogeneous modified Helmholtz
−∆u (r ) + α 2u (r )) = f ((r )) , where r

radiation
for the
equation
denotes

location and f (r ) = α 2u s ,n +1 (r ) . This equation is
subject to nonhomogeneous boundary conditions

∂u (rs )
of the form Au (rs ) + B
=
h(rs ) , where rs
∂n
is on the surface and n is the outward unit normal,
A and B are constants defined as A = ∆tγα 2
and B =

η
, and h(rs ) =
∆tγα 2u s ,n +1 − u s ,n +1.
µ

IV. INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION
OF SOLUTION AND GREEN’S
FUNCTION

The integral representation of the solution in
the exterior domain (the annular sector depicted in
Fig. 3) can be shown to be, for r ∈ R and source
location at r′ :

=
u (r )

∫∫

R

f (r ′)G (r | r ′)dS ′ −

∂G (r | r ′)
1
′
(4)
h
(
r
)
dr ′ +
∂n′
A ∫Γext
∫ R  G(r | r ′) ∂u (r′′) − u (r ′) ∂G(r ′| r ′)  dθ ′.
∂n
∂n



The Green's function has been developed from
several sources for an impedance half-plane, see
for example, [15-17]. We follow Durán, et al., in
[11] to obtain the following, noting the integral
expression may be simplified through residue
analysis:

=
G (r | r ′)

1
1
K 0 (α R) −
K 0 (α R* )
2π
2π
2

2

2 B ∞ e − ξ +α ( y′+ y )
−
ei ( x′− x )ξ d ξ .
∫
2
2
−∞
4π
(A − B ξ +α )

R=

( x′ − x ) 2 + ( y ′ − y ) 2

(5)

We

note

R* =

( x′ − x) 2 + ( y′ + y ) 2 . At this point, we

and

implement an integral equation method along the
artificial boundary, R , to couple the solution
along the artificial boundary through the Dirichletto-Neumann mapping, or Steklov-Poincaré
operator. Following Hsiao, et al., in [18], where

∂u (r ′)
, all of the boundary
∂n r ′
integral operators for r ∈ R are expressed as

we define ϕ (r ′) =

follows:

( Sϕ )(r ) = ∫ G (r | r ′)ϕ (r ′)dθ ′,
R

∂G (r | r ′)
dθ ′,
R
∂n′
∂G (r | r ′)
( Aϕ )(r ) = ∫
ϕ (r ′)dθ ′,
R
∂n
∂ ∂G (r | r ′)
dθ .
( Hu )(r ) = − ∫ u (r ′)
R
∂n ∂n′
( Du )(r ) = ∫ u (r ′)
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We further define the Newton Potential to consist
of the following terms, for r ∈ R :

( Nf )(r ) = ∫∫

R

( Ph)(r ) = −

f (r ′)G (r | r ′)dS ′,

We define the sesquilinear term:

∫

bTM (u , v)=

∂G (r | r ′)
1
h(r ′)
dx′.
∫
Γ
∂n′
A ext

ΩR

+

The mapping properties are well-established
for the preceding boundary integral operators. As a
result, as in [18] or [19], we define
 R : H 1/2 (R ) → H −1/2 (R ) as a bounded
Steklov-Poincaré operator as follows:

∇u·∇vdxdy − ∫  R uvd 
R

µ
∆tγα 2 ∫ uvd 
S
η

(7)

+ α 2 ∫ ε r uvdxdy,
ΩR

as well as the bounded conjugate linear functional
term:

(v )
F=

1
(=
S ( I + D)u (r )
R u )( r )
2
1
1
= [( I + A) S −1 ( I + D) + H ]u (r ).
2
2

∫

R

Jvd  − ∫ Ψu s vd 
R

µ
 
∆tγα 2 ∫ uvd
S
η
µ 
  + α 2 ∫ ε r uvdxdy

,
− ∫ uvd
S
Ω
η

−1

+

(8)

R

The second expression is the symmetric
expression of the operator. In addition, the
following theorem, similar to Cakoni and Colton's
Theorem 5.20 in [20], also applies:
Theorem 1 The Steklov-Poincaré operator,  R , is
a bounded, linear operator from
H 1/2 (R ) → H −1/2 (R ) . Also, the principal part
of  R , referred to as  R , P , satisfies the coercivity
estimate:

−〈  R , P u , u 〉 ≥ C u
for some

 R −  R,P

2
H 1/2 ( R )

C > 0 , such that the difference
is a compact operator from

H 1/2 (R ) → H −1/2 (R ) .

(Ψ R u s ,n +1=
)(r ) S −1 (( Nu s ,n +1 )(r ) + ( Pu s ,n +1 )(r ))
and=
J

∂u i
∂r

|

r=R

− R u i .

Theorem 2 The variational problem (6) is wellposed: a solution u ∈ V exists, is unique, and for
C > 0:

u ≤ C[ u i + u s + u + u + ε r u ].

Using the results of the previous section, and
writing bTM (u , v) as the sum of a coercive
operator and compact operator, (6) can be shown
to be well-posed through variational methods.

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS

V. VARIATIONAL FORMULATION

Instead of enforcing the boundary
on the test function space V as in [1],
to define the subspace V simply as
The variational formulation will then
u ∈ V such that:

bTM=
( u, v ) F ( v )

and we further define the bounded terms:

conditions
we choose
H 1 (Ω R ) .
be to find

∀v ∈V .

(6)

A. Planar cavity results
We ran a numerical study on a planar cavity to
provide a context for the theory. We ran the data
for two separate cases: a perfect electrical
conducting (PEC) surface on the plane Γ ext and
PEC surface on the cavity walls, S, and a PEC
plane and impedance boundary conditions (IBC)
on the cavity walls. The idea is to see the
progression as we introduce IBC on a strict PEC
surface, in which we would expect more
attenuation as the surface changes.
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PEC case. Again, we observe the stability of the
Newmark scheme over time.
Electric field at (0,0) with θinc = 90
1.5

PEC Plane / PEC Cavity Walls
PEC Plane / IBC Cavity Walls (η = 0.2)

1
0.5
0

Ez(V/m)

The numerical model was set up as depicted in
Fig. 4, using an incident Gaussian Pulse with
δ t = 0.0625 , ε r = 2, µ0 =1, and Newmark
parameters γ = 0.95 and β = 0.5256 to ensure
stability. The visual depictions of the electric field
are plotted against time as measured in light
meters (LM), which is the amount of time light
travels in one meter of free space.
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Fig. 6. Shallow cavity with η = 0.2.
Fig. 4. Shallow cavity (1m by 0.25m).
The first run is depicted in Fig. 5. With the
PEC plane and PEC cavity walls as a benchmark,
we observe that the case with IBC enforced at the
cavity walls (η = 0.8 ) exhibits more attenuated
characteristics. We also observe the stability of
the Newmark scheme over time.

We also wanted to observe the effects of
changing boundary conditions on the radar cross
section of the cavity model.
We ran two
simulations, at the selected frequencies of 289.5
MHz and 480.45 MHz, as depicted in Fig. 7 and
Fig. 8.
TM-RCS at 289.5 MHz
35

PEC Plane / PEC Cavity Walls
PEC Plane / IBC Cavity Walls
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Electric field at (0,0) with θinc = 90
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PEC Plane / IBC Cavity Walls (η = 0.8)
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RCS (dBm)

1
0.5
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Fig. 5. Shallow cavity with η = 0.8.
We also want to observe the effects as η → 0 ,
as we would expect the field to exhibit the
characteristics of a strict PEC on the plane and
cavity walls. This is clearly evident in Fig. 6 with
the PEC plane and IBC cavity walls simulation
showing more oscillatory behavior as in the strict

Fig. 7. Shallow cavity RCS at 289.5 MHz.
In both cases, we observe the expected lobing,
and note the fact that as the frequency is increased
to 480.45 MHz, the separation in RCS values
between the two cases is more apparent. More
specifically, for 480.45 MHz, the RCS values are
lower as the boundary conditions approach a
complete IBC on the cavity walls.
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the presence of more material both above and
below the observation point. We also note in Fig.
11 that as η → 0 the field begins to exhibit the
characteristics of a strict PEC surface, as seen in
the more oscillatory behavior of the IBC plane and
IBC cavity walls condition.
We also present the RCS data in Fig. 12 for
289.5 MHz and Fig. 13 for 480.45 MHz. Again,
we notice similar behavior at the lower frequency
for all three cases; however, at a higher frequency,
we observe both the expected lobing and the more
attenuated results as the IBC is enforced on both
the cavity walls and the plane.

TM-RCS at 480.45 MHz
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Fig. 8. Shallow cavity RCS at 480.45 MHz.
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B. Overfilled cavity results
As with the planar cavity, we used the same
set of parameters for the overfilled cavity depicted
in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 10. Overfilled cavity with η = 0.8.
Electric field at (0,0) with θinc = 90
1.5

PEC Plane / PEC Cavity Walls
PEC Plane / IBC Cavity Walls (η = 0.2)
IBC Plane / IBC Cavity Walls (η = 0.2)

1

Ez(V/m)

0.5

Fig. 9. Overfilled cavity (1m deep; 0.5m radius).
However, in this model, we add a third case of
an IBC on both the cavity walls and plane. We
also chose an observation point at the origin. We
note in both Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 that the depicted
scattered field becomes more attenuated as the
boundary conditions for the plane and cavity walls
approach an IBC surface. The observation is
truncated at 50 LM for scaling, but the simulations
exhibit the same stability as with the planar case
beyond this point. It is also evident that the fields
are more oscillatory than the shallow cavity due to
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Fig. 11. Overfilled cavity with η = 0.2.
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VII. CONCLUSION

We present a mathematical model for
analyzing transient electromagnetic scattering
induced by an overfilled cavity embedded in an
impedance ground plane. We have established the
well-posedness of the problem through a
variational formulation, and this sets the
foundation for numerical implementation through
a hybrid finite element - boundary integral
technique. We present electric field and RCS data
for both a simplified planar cavity as well as the
overfilled cavity model, which both exhibit
expected results.
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